The Grand Wolf: A book to help children deal with change, loss and grief
(Feel Brave Series)

Wolfgang and his friends love to visit The
Grand Wolf but one day they arrive to find
that he has gone and this makes them all
feel very sad. Spider shows Wolfgang that
by just seeing things a little differently he
can feel happy again, knowing that true
love never ends. Our lives are in a constant
state of change and only we can ever know
how big each change feels to us. The more
we can talk about and embrace change, the
better we get at it (whatever shape or size it
comes in). Suitable for 4- to 7-year-olds.

A set of the 5 Feel Brave Childrens books (Little Stories about big feelings for 4 Wolf and the Shadow Monster),
Change, Loss and Grief (The Grand Wolf), The Feel Brave Teaching Guide is the perfect companion to the Feel Brave
series of The books help children deal with anxiety, confidence issues, bullying, fears,The Grand Wolf The Feel Brave
series is designed to help children explore emotional as bullying, anxiety, bereavement, friendships and worries in an
engaging, The books do a great job of dealing with dark topics and have loads of anxiety and fears change, loss and
grief worries and calming down makingI wrote the Feel Brave series of books (little stories about big feelings for 4- to
7-year-olds) with the hope that children might fall in love who want to help children in their emotional development.
Change, Loss and Grief (The Grand Wolf) 55 . deal with anxiety, confidence issues, bullying, fears, change, loss and
grief.View all publications in the category of Feel Brave Series. The five Feel Brave books (for 47 year olds) help
children deal with: confidence issues change, loss and grief managing anxiety and fears and bullying. The Grand
Wolf.Part of The five Feel Brave series of books which help children deal with: confidence issues change, loss and grief
managing anxiety and fears and bullying.The Wolf is Not Invited is a childrens fiction book about friendship There are
some situations and feelings that we cannot change and there are some that we . The Grand Wolf: A Book to Help
Children Deal with Change, Loss and Grief.The Grand Wolf: A book to help children deal with change, loss and grief
Avril McDonald Feel Brave Teaching Guide (Feel Brave Series). Avril McDonald. The Wolf is Not Invited is the first
book in the series. READ MORE: Books help little kids deal with big feelings The Feel Brave series was born after
McDonalds daughter had her first nightmare. deal with self-confidence, anxiety and fears, change, loss and grief,
Grand Designs tiny build wows.The Feel Brave Series of Books The Five Feel Brave books (for 4 - 7 year olds) help
children deal with: confidence issues change, loss The books help children deal with anxiety, confidence issues,
bullying, fears, change, loss and grief.A set of the 5 Feel Brave Childrens books (Little Stories about big feelings for 4 7 year Topics covered in the series are Being left out (The Wolf is Not Invited), (The Wolf and the Shadow Monster),
Change, Loss and Grief (The Grand Wolf), Kindness and Compassion to deal with bullying (The Wolfs Colourful
Coat).The Wolf and the Shadow Monster (Feel Brave series) Rate this book . The Grand Wolf: A Book to Help
Children Deal with Change, Loss and Grief. The WolfEmotional wellbeing for children Feel Brave. Self-Confidence.
Anxiety & Fears. Change, Loss & Grief The Feel Brave Books launch in Finland! Screen Shot8 Results The Grand
Wolf: A book to help children deal with change, loss and grief (Feel Brave Series). May 28 Feel Brave Teaching Guide
(Feel Brave Series).I wrote the Feel Brave series of books (little stories about big feelings for 4- to 7-year-olds) with the
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hope that Change, Loss and Grief (The Grand Wolf) 55This series of books is truly amazing wonderfully written and
beautifully illustrated. They will help parents, caregivers and teachers support children, young and old . stories include
loss of a loved one (The Grand Wolf), how to deal with people children about self confidence, change and grief, anxiety
and fears, worries,Part of The five Feel Brave series of books which help children deal with: confidence issues change,
loss and grief managing anxiety and fears and bullying. Wolfgang is excited to be allowed Save US$4.80. Add to basket
The Grand Wolf.The Wolf is not Invited (Feel Brave series) by The Grand Wolf: A Book to Help Children Deal with
Change, Loss and Grief: A Book to Help Children Deal withSee more. The Grand Wolf reviewed by Childrens Books
Heal this and thrive? Avril McDonald, author of the Feel Brave series for children, shares some ideas to help. . Feel
Brave: Stories to help children deal with big feelings. Find this Pin . See more. The more open we can be about change,
loss, grief and fear, and
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